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Preview: LG Cyon 

By Jørgen Sundgot, Friday 18 March 2005       

Spotting two next-gen Windows Mobile communicators from LG at CeBIT, Jørgen Sundgot 
covets both - even though he mostly doesn't know what's inside.
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Suffering from an incurable case of technolust has its upsides, but every now and then it 
leads to the most ridiculous of scenes. For instance, imagine this picture: an otherwise calm 
and controlled Editor-in-Chief bouncing around on stretched toes like a ferret on speed in 
an attempt to eke more information out of a device by trying to spot clues as to its 
hardware features from its design only. It's a dirty job, but someone's gotta do it - and it's 
all in a day's work to bring you, dear reader, the latest on the greatest. 

So what am I referring to, you might ask? Well, it just so happened that here at CeBIT 
2005, Korean manufacturer LG was showing off quite a few interesting products - but 
apparently happened to suffer from something of a shortage of on-site product managers. 
Thus, following my finding of two Windows Mobile devices that were sitting in a display case 
shouting my name, I was left to devise what features they may or may not contain entirely 
on my own. 
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Sony Ericsson K750i
Jørgen Sundgot gets hands on with 
Sony Ericsson's new 2-Megapixel 
marvel, the K750i imaging phone. 
Read on to share his first impressions.

Sony Ericsson W800i
Reporting live from the CeBIT 
showfloor, Jørgen Sundgot gets his 
groove on with Sony Ericsson's 
new W800i music phone.

Samsung SGH-i300
Picking up his jaw from the floor, 
Jørgen Sundgot eyes Samsung's 
new SGH-i300 smartphone at 
CeBIT, sporting a 3 GB hard drive 
and QVGA display.
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LG 'Cyon'

The two devices, one of which is a slider named Cyon, and the other of which appeared to 
have no name of its own, I suspect to be upcoming products rather than concepts - the 
latter of which was claied by a relatively unknowledgeable representative managing this 
general area of LG's stand. So why do I presume they are next-generation devices? Well, 
both devices feature soft keys; a feature rumoured to make its debut in the next generation 
of Windows Mobile, which has yet to be publicly unveiled. 

Despite the lack of information, I also managed to make out a few more snippets of 
information concerning the devices. First, I would deduce that they are CDMA based given 
their obvious aim at the Korean market; both feature Korean characters in a number of 
places. Second, I'll also venture both are based on Windows Mobile given one is branded 
'Pocket PC' (clever, no?) and the other bears several trademark Windows Mobile keys. 

LG Cyon
Spotting two next-gen Windows 
Mobile communicators from LG at 
CeBIT, Jørgen Sundgot covets both 
- even though he mostly doesn't 
know what's inside.

Samsung SGH-i750
Europeans grumbling over the lack 
of an old world version of the i730 
rejoice: Jørgen Sundgot tags the 
oh-so-nice Samsung SGH-i750 at 
the CeBIT showfloor.

Nokia 6230i
Currently showing at CeBIT, 
Nokia's 6230i packs plenty of 
features in an attractive package; 
Jørgen Sundgot takes a closer look.

T-Mobile MDA IV
Shown for the first time at CeBIT 
in a switched on state, Jørgen 
Sundgot takes measure of T-
Mobile's new MDA IV 
communicator.

Motorola V1150
Every bit as slick as the RAZR V3, 
yet with 3G and a 2 Megapixel 
camera: Jørgen Sundgot sneaks 
the briefest of peeks at Motorola's 
new V1150 at CeBIT.

Samsung SGH-D600
The successor to Samsung's 
coveted SGH-D500 prepares for a 
sliding tackle: Jørgen Sundgot 
takes a closer look at the flagship 
SGH-D600.

Nokia 3230
Want a good smartphone on the 
cheap? Jørgen Sundgot has a quick 
play with Nokia's 3230, and thinks 
it might be just the ticket - and a 
good-looking one at that.

Daily updated report from CeBIT 2005
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LG 'Pocket PC'

Also, both feature SD Card expansion slots which I assume are SDIO capable, given as how both are branded 
'SmartSD', and both also offer integrated GPS. Interestingly, both also boast cameras, but I'm unsure as to the 
resolution of that found in the device branded 'Pocket PC'. The one found in the device branded 'Cyon', however, is 
of the 2 Megapixel variety, which is rather impressive. 

Likely, there are also other differences between the devices, however given the lack of specifications I'm unwilling 
to speculate more at this point. What is blatantly obvious, however, is that the 'Cyon' device features a sliding 
numerical keypad, whereas the 'Pocket PC' device appears to be a solid form factor product. Were I to guess, I'd 
assume the latter has a larger resolution screen than the former, which appears to lend itself more towards the 
smartphone spectrum. And that, ladies and gentlemen, is all I can tell you - for now. 
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Nokia 7610 78%
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Sony Ericsson S700i 86%
Nokia 6230 84%
Nokia 7270 83%
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Latest in Mobility

Mobile phone
Nokia slides out 8800, 8801 luxury 
phones
One is for Europe, the other for 
the Americas: the Nokia 8800 
and 8801 slider handsets come 
in stainless steel and offer high-
end features.

Mobile phone
Preview: NTT DoCoMo OnQ
Meet the NTT DoCoMo OnQ, a 
hard drive-equipped handset 
merging the basic concept of 
Microsoft's Portable Media 
Center platform with interactive 
features.

Mobile phone

Motorola phones 
to recognize 
tunes 

Handheld
Preview: Samsung NEXiO XP40
Samsung's NEXiO XP40 has the 
hardware to be any handheld 
lover's wet dream; a 5" touch-
screen, Wi-Fi and Windows CE .
NET 5.0 are some of the 
ingredients.

Mobile phone
Preview: Siemens M75
Picking up where the M65 
leaves off, Siemens' newest 
rugged handset, the M75, 
offers better looks and more 
features - and we've got a 
sneak peek.

Communicator

Verizon to carry 
palmOne Treo 
650 'soon'

Mobility frontpage 
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